REFRAMING SOME TOPIC ISSUES OF ART
Kitsch between the contemporary art language and the management of values

Abstract (Berlin)

The dynamic of the phenomenon of kitsch today is related to the complexity of multicultural and expansion of the geographical areas in which it takes the space to operate to the point that it borrows the same specific patterns of negotiating the thelos/ function of globalisation. Yet decision of art actors (artist, curators, gallerists) in the Art World can change under the imperative of/ can be subjected to/can subject itself to external cultural factors and phenomena (political or economical). The ambition of my research is to isolate (…) within a specific frame the phenomenon of kitsch, given that, just by itself, it has the potential to offer a generous depth of view into the larger (cultural) phenomenon of today’s world of art/global culture. The exploration of the cultural and geographical borders (with little if at all historical interest) is part of the controversial yet increasingly blind move of globalisation which has been effecting individuals around the world for more than twenty years, and which like any epochal event is not univocal: on the one hand there is the proposal for a model (which sometimes requires imposing a canon, like patrimonial art-works, on the other hand there is the pressure/tempation to follow whatever canon turns up to be 'the winner'.

The basic substratum of such a phenomenon is linked to power of the art market as management of values with no chance of escape; the phenomenon is both complex and also touched by a human perverse drive, a mechanism that tends towards self-perfection so that there would be no surprise if it would suddenly seize the entire art world, turning it into formulae of increasing multiple-faceted refinement or of a less sophisticated, rebel-minimalist, functional-avangardiste version as well as many apparently undetectable possibilities of a pseudo-art that has no other purpose but to address the primal human drives.

Cultural industry is capable not only to adapt and produce kitsch, but to nourish the need among the art-consumers, a practice in full development. Counter-culture as well as counter-liturgy or the celebration of fraude have all become a big business for some. Visual Arts are the first on the list to be highly affected by such a strategie/mecanism of cultural mass production. And kitsch has a chance to flourish even more, resisting any external intrusion, any attempt to subject it to a negative definition for the mere fact that it does not encounter any distinctive and convincing counter-concept. The temptation of a conspiracy theory may indeed be too dangerous therefore defining a desirable framework as soon as the unequivocal might redefine the «demonisation» of the kitsch-able to create harmful pressures on culture, values, changing them in a legitimate concept with which it will be able to operate like a specific topic of the art language, as appropriate, in the Cross-Cultural Communication framework of Visual culture.

Kitsch between the contemporary art language and the management of values

Kitsch is not a bankrupt occurrence, but it is a phenomenon that will not disappear spontaneously, as it has not occurred spontaneously. It tends to refine not only in cultural contexts that have verified, detached trivial
and raised it to the rank of art, but it is especially justified by social and cultural dynamics and especially the
economic one of the contemporaneity. Thus appears the invariable need of deciphering the "issues" and a
theoretical approach to a speech or/and a face of a cultural paradigm, which, although apparently controlled,
escapes immediate making and specific definitions, once the point of view is changed. In the context of the
progressive modernity or the modernity of critic collisions with hypermodernity, in the space of the current
culture-world (1), globalisation's prerogative, liberalisation and far barriers of interdependence in which the
"goods" move, this concept means every time some theoretical definitions, and the capacity of adaptation
based on a duplicitous and ambiguous principle.

Kitsch is the protagonist of polemics for a product, which is both paradoxical and natural at the same time, of
the human mind. Art for all must affect the viewer , the kitsch object speak about his human condition. But in
which way? Christophe Genin thinks that this peusdo-kitsch is therefore not meant to reflect a dream of
happiness, or a so-called "void era" or "era of emptiness", or even to be a memento mori, but suggests
otherwise: admit his part of shade, not seeing a perfect world of lightness in a blissful redemption, but to
support our unsustainable sin. On one hand this approach is distinctly critic and has to do more with working
across art boundaries and being effective away from the discourse than with the acculturation of a culturally
antielitistic hysteria.

I shall try to propose a critical speech on the relations between art language and fashion of art policies or art
strategies as an observation on socialized identity values. A small “cartography” of the emergence of these
prolific issues in the art syntax.
Where are things going wrong?
Why are we often put in the situation to admire or to be offended by products of contemporary art expressed
in some language which we identify as kitsch?
Each time kitsch still represents one of the most talked-about works of the contemporary art boom, even the
term means the antielitistic product.
For the first instance the multiplications of the access to the meaning does justice chances our discursive
organization, rhématiques abilities to transit between semantisation of different funds. For the rest, we know
that domesticated exotic is the primary source of "kitschisation". Otherwise, this thesis is touching the
simplicity point of the contemporary language of art to borrow the lexicon of the cross-cultural contemporary
history events like culture shock and culture learning, values and beliefs. Handling all these, but by exposing
them, by bringing them out in an anecdotal, ironic or childish way, leading to ephemeral, emptiness and
finally, nothingness. How? By the market of art permanently challenged by the management of values.
From the beginning kitsch gratuity will be the engine of temptation in a world of the Exchange, by becoming
freer, justified by the fact that kitsch is not a "good", but is given as such. Under the World Bank imperative
dictum, "the future lies in the freedom and ability of individuals to initiate voluntary economic transactions
with residents of other countries", the insidious versatility of kitsch was adapted at a stunning speed in
different cultures through the local, simple mechanism until the global management, being assimilated as a
marketing term, carring by consequences artistic potential. In this direction we are studying more extensively
the dynamics of the phenomenon called kitsch in the current context of the amendment continued the
paradoxal art-ideologies, cultural strategies or other expressions of the Globalisation phenomenon today.
The present language of art are currently few methods of capturing the notion, volatility kitsch can however be designated through denial, (by removing from the light, apophatic), contra-art, contra-culture, aesthetic. Here knowledge "swung out" in the modal logic of the world possible, ontological and ontological level (a theoretical description of a universe), kitsch link of unconscious childhood and the recovery of the universe. Besides it, frustration, anguish, lack of sense and efforts (intellectual) disappear. Even the cultural myth based on scandal, offensive and insulting of avant-garde gets to be seen as "simply funny, turning into comfortable and harmless clichés". Ironically, the unpretentious goodwill of kitsch reap directly the "comfortable and inoffensive" and get teleported into the General elevator carrousel. "Cross-cultural Consumption nuances of their topics, both material artefacts and the rituals associated with artefacts." In art language, the item kitsch gotten an ironic Cross-Cultural Consumption which fascinated the curators and gallerists during the last decade.

Jean-Jacques Aillagon, director of the Château de Versailles, tries to explain why he invited the Japanese contemporary artist Takashi Murakami to exhibit in the palace’s sumptuous salons – a decision that has led to loud public derision and protest in France – the huge television screen that’s hanging incongruously on the 17th-century gilded wall behind us lets out an ear-splitting blast of kiddies’ electronic music Japanese kitsch in the Palace of Versailles? The French establishment is horrified”. Or “At 10am on Friday 14 January 2011, Mayor of London Boris Johnson announced that Powerless Structures by Elmgreen & Dragset has been successfully commissioned for 2012, a boy astride his rocking horse, a visual statement celebrating expectation and change rather than glorifying the past, than an enormous blue cockerel (above) by German artist Katharina Fritsch, called Hahn / Cock, is to be the next commission and will replace Elmgreen and Dragset’s installation in 2013”. All theses were exhibited at St-Martin-in-the-Fields in Trafalgar Square in central London. “The visitors were invited to comment”.

Under the sign of a caricature symbol, the sign serving as referrer, kitsch shows its subversivity. J. Salome link meaning "without thought of symbol symbolic classical cannot detach from reality to which it is linked, and no longer can achieve the function of representation (new presentation)". Semiotic approach supported by non semiotic references of differentiated consciences (according to the psychologist Lucien Goldman), actual and possible, change the way of handling these assumptions, but I can't stop the insinuation of kitsch into the characteristics of a symbol (like mark) of replacing the referrer or in other cases, when the transfer is incomplete, the message being discontinued because of the impossibility of the receiver to decode kitschful symbol. **Kitsch try to recover the magic, but fails and end to create illusions.**

It lightens the mode of existence potentated by kitsch in our society and its “liturgy of nothingness” or the celebration of the ordinary of upgrading as kitsch should be studied in a valuation and reframing (re-framed) practice management. But the cultural implications of the globalisation of a consumer society moove the discourse addresses topics ranging from the manga in Japan and the rise of the "hypermarket" in the Versailles palace in France, for instance, to the presentation of the consumer culture in art and to the serious anthology of pop art. Through their examination of cultural imperialism and cultural appropriation of the representation of "otherness" and identity, this art strategy contributors show how the increasingly global flow of goods and images challenges the very idea of the "cultural border" and also creates new spaces for cultural inventions.
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